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1.  Start with bill facing up fold in half,
     crease and unfold.

2.  Fold the edges in to the center.

3. Fold two diagonls across the bill and a valley
    fold between the two x’s.

4. Using the diamond formed
    by the 2 big x,s swivel fold
    out the end of the bill as you
    fold it over.

5.Should look like this now,
    turn the model over.

6.  Fold the long flap over.

7.  Fold the edges into the center,while
     swivel folding over a little at the big
     end of the model.

8.  Fold the long flap over again.

9.  Fold the long flap back over using
     the second layer of the bill for a
     landmark.



10.  Fold the sides in again as
      you did in step 7.  The next view
      is enlarged.

11.  Fold the entire model in half
       (the model is a bit thick here).
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12.  Mark the half way point on the long flap, fold the flaps at the
        back up as shown.  open the long flap at the bottom the next
        view is enlarged.

13.  Fold up the long flap so it will
       flatten at 90 degrees.

14.  It should look like this.  Now open the
       part sticking up so it shows the inside. 15.  From the side it looks

       like this.

16.  From the front
       it will look like this.
       pull the first layers
       out to each side.
       Note at this point
       it ceases to be
       flat

17.  Bring out the next layer,
       just like the previous layer,
       except now it brings the front
       back down in line with the
       rest of the model.



18.  Fold the corners under a bit.

19. Fold the front end down a bit.
      here you can go either simple
      or complicate it by making it
      all match up so it is more box
      like at front.

20.  Finished from on top

21.  Finished from the side.


